
To: Peterborough City Council Licensing Team 

Sand Martin House Bittern Way 

Fletton Quays Peterborough PE2 8TY 

  
  
Section A: Details of person or body making representation 

Your Name: Robert B McNamara 

Your Address:       Hinchcliffe Orton Goldhay 

  
  
Section B: Details of premises representation is about 

Name of Premises:          LSM ENTERPRISES LTD 

Address of premises:      47-50 Orton Shopping Centre 

Application No. (if known)        
  
  
Section C: Licensing objectives 

Please tick one or more of the licensing objectives that your representation relates to: 
Prevention of crime and disorder      x 

Public Safety          x□ 

Prevention of public nuisance x□ 

Protection of children from harm      x□ 

  
Section D: Your concerns 

Please summarise your concerns about this application: 
  
This is a shopping area where people also stop to have coffee and children play i fail to se why 
we need a sports bar serving alcohol from 08.00-23.30 Monday to Sunday accommodating what 
will be drunken football supporters ( not all but most) 

Please give further details of why you believe this application will have an adverse effect on the 
licensing objectives 

The centre is shopping family orientated centre that would not be embellished by a bar serving 
alcohol from 08.00-23.30 to what on the whole would end up a bar mostly full with people full 
of alcohol for some hours watching sports mostly football which does tend to bring the worst 
out in people. 
If one looks at pubs in town on football match day they see pubs have different supporters 
which keeps things calm mostly. 
Now if we have a sports bar that anyone can enter it will do nothing but cause problems in the 
centre to family’s children and shop keepers who must really be concerned. 
We do have drug problems in the Ortons plus an increase in shop lifting the last thing we need 
are drunken football supporters plus anyone else who feels the need for alcohol at 08.30. 
As for security the centre has not had any security since the last landlords left as for the police( 
who already have a thankless task} who are as rare as hens teeth in the centre and in the Ortons. 
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